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QUARTERLY TOPICS REPORT
issues and opinions

WGTE Public Media – FM 91
Toledo, OH

WGTE-FM 91.3 Toledo, OH
WGLE-FM 90.7 Lima, OH
WGBE-FM 90.9 Bryan, OH

WGDE-FM 91.9 Defiance, OH

For the period October 1, 2015 to December 31, 2015

The licensee of station WGTE Public Media has determined that the following 
issues were of importance to the Northwest Ohio/Southwest Michigan community 
during the past three months and has aired the following most significant 
programming to address those issues.
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Topics
Page Category

4 AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT

9 ARTS AND ENTERTAINMENT

11 BUSINESS, ECONOMICS AND FINANCE

16 CRIME AND LAW ENFORCEMENT

21 EDUCATION

25 IMMIGRATION AND REFUGEES

27 LABOR

30 MEDICINE AND HEALTH

33 POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

40 RELIGION

42 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

44 TRANSPORTATION

Sources: Ohio Statehouse News and The Blade

All items aired during the local 4 minute newsbreaks in Morning Edition at 
6:18 a.m., 7:18 a.m. and 8:18 a.m. on FM 91, and consisted of live-read 
material mixed with the occasional produced segment, as provided by the 
syndicated news sources listed above.
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WGTE FM 91 Quarterly Topics

AGRICULTURE AND ENVIRONMENT 
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Title: Lawmakers Call for Indefinite Freeze on Green Energy Standards
Date: 9/30/15
Duration: 0'53"

Ohio lawmakers have dealt another blow to the green energy industry as well as 
the state’s policies to encourage the use of renewable sources. For more we go to 
Statehouse correspondent Andy Chow who has the details.

Title: Tax on Oil/Gas Drilling Stalls

Date: 10/02/15
Duration: 0'40"

It looks like Ohio lawmakers will miss a hard deadline today/ Thursday to produce 
a plan to increase the state’s tax on oil and gas. Statehouse correspondent Andy 
Chow explains there’s still no report and top legislative leaders aren’t worried 
about it.

Title: FERNER

Date: 10/02/15
Duration: 0'39"

Toledo mayoral candidate Mike Ferner has accused Michigan officials of "cooking 
the books" by falsely making it appear as if that state is contributing less algae-
feeding pollutants to Lake Erie than it actually is.

Title: ALGAE

Date: 10/06/15
Duration: 0'41"

Communities fighting toxic algae could get as much as $1.8 million over five years 
if a bill introduced by U.S. Senator Sherrod Brown is approved by Congress.

Title: Ruling Puts EPA To Task For More Stringent Controls Against Aquatic 
Invasive Species
Date: 10/07/15
Duration: 0'57"
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Environmental groups are praising a ruling this week against the U-S EPA, saying 
the agency failed to keep American waters safe from invasive species brought in 
by the ballast water of ships.

Title: Bill Would Allow Deer Sanctuaries in Ohio

Date: 10/13/15
Duration: 0'45"

A bill has been introduced in the Ohio legislature to permit deer sanctuaries to 
house injured deer that can no longer survive in the wild. Ohio Public Radio’s Jo 
Ingles reports.

Title: EPA
Date: 10/14/15
Duration: 0'36"

The Lucas County commissioners on Tuesday approved a settlement with the Ohio 
Environmental Protection Agency for the final remediation plan to reduce 
contamination at the former King Road Landfill.

Title: BARGE
Date: 10/28/15
Duration: 0'58"

Salvage divers on Tuesday began exploring the wreck of a barge that is believed to 
be leaking oil into Lake Erie.

Title: MICROBEAD BAN
Date: 11/02/15
Duration: 1'05"

Several states, including Ohio and Michigan, are considering bans on plastic 
microbeads, the tiny bits of plastic that are becoming a concern for Lake Ontario as 
well as Lake Erie. 

Title: ARGO

Date: 11/05/15
Duration: 0'44"
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A Coast Guard contractor is expected to start taking deep samples of Lake Erie's 
bottom near an oil-filled barge that sank in 1937 following an analysis of a surface 
sheen identified as "significantly weathered, degraded" oil.

Title: OH DEER
Date: 11/05/15
Duration: 0'41"

Ottawa Hills voters have approved a plan to cull the village's deer herd with bow 
hunting, however, those hunts likely won't begin until at least January.

Title: PIPELINE
Date: 11/10/15
Duration: 0'32"

As proposals for new oil pipelines dominate news about energy independence, 
local authorities have recently discussed the environmental impact of one pipeline 
that has pumped oil through this region for many years

Title: ALGAE
Date: 11/11/15
Duration: 0'52"

A federal agency reported yesterday that the harmful algae blooms in western Lake 
Erie this summer were the worst so far in this century.\

Title: Anti-Ethanol Ad Sparks Outrage Among Ohio’s Corn, Ethanol 
Producers UPDATED
Date: 11/12/15
Duration: 0'44"

An ad that aired in Ohio and three other states last week has sparked outrage 
among Ohio’s corn and ethanol producers, who say it’s misleading and unfair. 

Title: Ohio Earns "D-" for Extreme Weather Preparedness
Date: 11/20/15
Duration: 0'45"

When it comes to battling the elements of extreme weather, one group claims that 
Ohio is failing.
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Title: FIRST ENERGY
Date: 12/09/15
Duration: 0'44"

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission on Tuesday granted Akron-based 
FirstEnergy Corp.’s request to extend the operating license of its Davis-Besse 
nuclear plant by 20 years.

Title: NAVY
Date: 12/15/15
Duration: 0'23"

The Navy has awarded a Toledo environmental engineering firm a five-year 
contract to lead environmental clean-up efforts at a number of Naval sites across 
much of eastern half of the country.
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Title: PROMENADE
Date: 11/13/15
Duration: 0'42"

A wooden childrens' play sculpture installed in Promenade Park is set to be fully 
dismantled as construction gets under way for a new parking garage on the site.
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BUSINESS, ECONOMICS AND 
FINANCE 
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Title: MICH CUBA

Date: 10/06/15
Duration: 0'27"

Michigan agricultural leaders are making plans for how the state can capitalize on 
trade with Cuba now that relations between the United States and the Caribbean 
island nation are normalizing.

Title: EGG
Date: 10/13/15
Duration: 0'31"

A continuing egg shortage has restaurants and other food businesses faced with the 
choice of raising consumer prices or absorbing the increased costs themselves.

Title: HOMES
Date: 10/18/15
Duration: 0'35"

According to the Toledo Regional Association of Realtors, single-family home 
sales in metro Toledo in September rose 2 percent from a year ago and the average 
home price also increased.

Title: Small Business Tax Bill Headed to Kasich

Date: 10/29/15
Duration: 0'40"

A bill that would correct an unintended tax hike on small businesses is headed to 
Gov. John Kasich’s desk after passing through the state Legislature Tuesday.  

Title: Good third quarter for northeast Ohio companies
Date: 10/30/15
Duration: 0'41"

Many of northern Ohio’s major corporations are reporting strong third quarter 
earnings.

Title: GAS EARNINGS
Date: 10/30/15
Duration: 0'42"
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Aided by lower crude oil prices and growth in its Speedway retail chain, Marathon 
Petroleum Corp. announced yesterday that its earnings rose 41 percent in the third 
quarter.

Title: Cong Ryan Returns From Cuba Trade Mission
Date: 11/02/15
Duration: 1'10"

Establishing trade with Cuba would bring billions of dollars to Ohio and the U.S. 
That’s according to lawmakers who are pushing for improved relations with the 
island nation, after decades of an economic embargo.

Title: TOL ECON
Date: 11/06/15
Duration: 0'41"

According to a new study, nearly half of Toledo’s population lives in economically 
distressed areas and the city ranks as the 14th most-distressed among the nation’s 
100 largest cities.

Title: CEDAR POINT
Date: 11/06/15
Duration: 0'23"

The parent company of Cedar Point has reported a quarterly profits, record 
revenues, and a boost in its dividend.

Title: NSI
Date: 11/11/15
Duration: 0'44"

In an announcement yesterday by officials, Toledo has been selected as one of 18 
metropolitan areas in the country for the federal government’s expansion of the 
Neighborhood Stabilization Initiative.

Title: KROGER
Date: 11/11/15
Duration: 0'44"
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Toledo City Council voted yesterday to deny a controversial zoning change that 
would have cleared the way for construction of a new Kroger store on 19 acres in 
West Toledo.

Title: TOLEDO BUDGET

Date: 11/12/15
Duration: 0'38"

A looming $20 million budget deficit was apparent to Mayor Paula Hicks-Hudson 
and her top officials weeks before she won a special election to keep the mayor’s 
office.

Title: Proposal Shortens Maximum Length for Receiving Unemployment 
Benefits

Date: 11/13/15
Duration: 0'34"

The state of Ohio still owes the federal government more than $775 million that it 
borrowed to pay unemployment benefits during the recession.

Title: Sales tax exemption for coins up for vote
Date: 11/19/15
Duration: 0'53"

Ohio lawmakers are preparing to vote on restoring a sales tax exemption for 
investment coins and precious metal bullion that was repealed a decade ago in the 
wake of the Coingate scandal

Title: BUDGET
Date: 11/20/15
Duration: 0'30"

Several Toledo councilmen leveled criticism yesterday at Mayor Paula Hicks-
Hudson's proposed 2016 general fund budget.

Title: HOLIDAY SALES
Date: 11/20/15
Duration: 0'44"
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According to a retail sales holiday forecast released on Monday, holiday sales in 
Metro Toledo are expected to see a 3.8% increase this month and next, just slightly 
behind overall projections for Ohio.

Title: HOME SALES
Date: 12/09/15
Duration: 0'38"

With fewer homes for sale, the average sales price of houses in Lucas and northern 
Wood counties rose last month from a year ago. However, the number of sales 
declined.
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Title: CORRECTIONS BILL
Date: 10/01/15
Duration: 1'04"

City of Toledo leaders announced yesterday that they plan for now to pay $1.09 
million of a near $1.4 million bill that it owes to the Corrections Center of 
Northwest Ohio.

Title: GUN VIOLENCE

Date: 10/06/15
Duration: 0'39"

The U.S Marshal for Northern Ohio has called for a culture change as well as 
stiffer sentences in order to stop gun violence.

Title: CANNABIS

Date: 10/07/15
Duration: 0'55"

The Ohio Attorney General's Office yesterday requesterd that a Lucas County 
judge declare invalid several key sections of Toledo's new Marijuana Ordinance.

Title: DOPE POLL

Date: 10/09/15
Duration: 0'29"

According to a Quinnipiac Poll released on Thursday, more than half of Ohio 
voters support the personal use of marijuana by adults with support soaring to 90% 
for medical purposes.

Title: PIB POLICE
Date: 10/09/15
Duration: 0'45"

Former Put-in-Bay police Chief Ric Lampela was convicted yesterday of 
disorderly conduct for his behavior in a 2010 exchange with two of the 
department’s officers.
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Title: “Interrupters” Needed to Address Gun Violence
Date: 10/13/15
Duration: 1'26"

The message coming out of Tuesday's day-long workshop comprised of officials 
from health, law and grassroots organizations was that, stopping gun violence isn’t 
just the job of law enforcement—it’s a community-wide issue that requires a 
public health approach.

Title: POLL POT

Date: 10/14/15
Duration: 0'44"

The first publicly released poll directly asking about Ohio’s vote on the 
legalization of marijuana suggests it could get the support of 56 percent of 
registered voters, even when the question includes the word “monopoly.”

Title: Lawmakers Introduce Bills Expanding Criminal Code During Effort to 
Reform System Date: 10/18/15
Duration: 0'47"

Advocates who want to decrease the prison population say reforming the criminal 
justice system is just one step. The other is to put an end to an influx of new bills 
that include prison time.

Title: Ohio alternative to juvenile incarceration
Date: 10/27/15
Duration: 0'45"

Ohio’s quarter-century effort to reduce the number of juveniles it sends to prison 
has become a model for the rest of the country.

Title: LETHAL
Date: 10/27/15
Duration: 0'36"

In a statement released by Gov. John Kasich on Monday, Ohio is unlikely to return 
to the electric chair or gas chamber as an alternative means for executions as it 
awaits a source for the lethal-injection drugs it requires for the procedure.
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Title: SHOOTING

Date: 10/29/15
Duration: 0'39"

According to an internal affairs report the two Toledo police officers who shot a 
driver who struck several people with his car during a March incident undertook 
appropriate action.

Title: Two Former OSU Students Among Four Charges with Terrorism

Date: 11/06/15
Duration: 0'45"

Two former Ohio State University students are among four Ohio men facing 
multiple serious terrorism charges for sending money to an al-Qaida leader.

Title: CORDOBA
Date: 11/06/15
Duration: 0'55"

The man accused of shooting Josh McJilton in Wauseon in April of this year, was 
in court yesterday.

Title: New Study Shows Pay to Stay Jail Fees Haunt Former Inmates
Date: 11/10/15
Duration: 0'47"

The American Civil Liberties Union of Ohio is calling for an end to pay to stay 
fees in county jails. Ohio Public Radio’s Jo Ingles explains why.

Title: POT

Date: 11/13/15
Duration: 0'34"

Officials announced yesterday that Toledo police and Toledo Public Schools are 
investigating a report of a student ingesting candy laced with an intoxicating 
substance.
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Title: CORRECTIONS
Date: 12/03/15
Duration: 0'37"

The Corrections Center of Northwest Ohio’s board voted on Wednesday to go to 
court, if necessary, to force the city of Toledo to pay its share of the regional jail's 
expenses.
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Title: UT

Date: 10/01/15
Duration: 0'37"

As part of its plan to turn around years of enrollment declines, the University of 
Toledo will hire a consulting firm for more than $430,000.

Title: Ohio Department of Education Granted $71 Million for Charter Schools

Date: 10/02/15
Duration: 0'21"

Ohio Congressman Tim Ryan today asked the U-S Department of Education to put 
“stringent restrictions” on the distribution of 71 million dollars in grant money for 
expanding charter schools in Ohio.

Title: UT

Date: 10/13/15
Duration: 0'45"

Students, faculty as well as members of the general public will be afforded several 
opportunities to weigh in on plans for the future of the University of Toledo at 
several forums this week.

Title: Researchers Highlight Bleak Numbers from Online Charter School 
Study
Date: 10/28/15
Duration: 0'48"

A coalition of researchers are claiming that students in online charter schools are 
drastically lagging behind students at traditional public schools.

Title: OH LEVY
Date: 11/03/15
Duration: 1'00"

The Ohio Auditor has issued a warning to Ottawa Hills Schools that it's illegal to 
use district staff and resources to campaign for levies.
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Title: Department of Education Withholds Ohio Charter School Grant
Date: 11/05/15
Duration: 0'58"

The US Department of Education awarded 71 million dollars to expand charter 
schools in Ohio last month, but the department announced yesterday that those 
funds are being temporarily withheld.

Title: UT
Date: 11/05/15
Duration: 0'42"

Beginning next fall, the University of Toledo will require new students who come 
from more than 25 miles away to live on campus their freshmen and sophomore 
years.

Title: Charter School Supporters Weigh-In on Funding Issue
Date: 11/12/15
Duration: 0'46"

Soon after lawmakers passed charter school reform laws, advocates for traditional 
public schools started suggesting changes in the funding system.

Title: OC TMOA
Date: 11/12/15
Duration: 0'55"

The Owens Corning Foundation Inc. will give a $1 million gift for educational 
programming at the Toledo Museum of Art, the museum announced Wednesday.

Title: OSU
Date: 11/12/15
Duration: 0'37"

More than a decade after cutting ties with alcohol companies, the Ohio State 
University has a new relationship with a beer-maker.

Title: Lawmaker Seeks to Abolish Pay to Participate Fees for School Activities

Date: 11/13/15
Duration: 0'38"
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A Republican lawmaker wants to ban schools from charging pay to participate fees 
that schools charge for sports and music programs.

Title: UT BG
Date: 11/13/15
Duration: 0'28"

University of Toledo President Sharon Gaber and Bowling Green State University 
President Mary Ellen Mazey have announced a friendly wager over the outcome of 
the Nov. 17th football game between the two fierce rivals.

Title: UT BG PARIS
Date: 11/17/15
Duration: 0'50"

Friday's terrorist attacks in Paris have temporarily stopped northwest Ohio 
universities from sending students to study abroad in France.

Title: WASH SCHOOLS
Date: 11/18/15
Duration: 0'41"

Conflict at Washington Local Schools may come to a head this evening, as the 
school board will take up a plan could include discipline for Superintendent Patrick 
Hickey and “additional steps” regarding board member Patricia Carmean.

Title: TPS
Date: 12/03/15
Duration: 0'36"

Toledo Public Schools urged the Ohio Supreme Court yesterday to strike down a 
law barring it from suing to regain funds withheld by the state because it believed 
it had previously overpaid the district for student enrollment.
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Title: SYRIAN REGUGEES
Date: 11/17/15
Duration: 1'04"

Refugee resettlement coordinators in Ohio say they are continuing their work 
despite Monday’s announcements from governors, including Ohio’s John Kasich 
and Michigan’s Rick Snyder, who expressed concerns or outright called for an end 
to Syrian refugee arrivals in their states after Friday’s terrorist attacks in Paris.

Title: PERU DEATH
Date: 11/20/15
Duration: 0'37"

A Toledo woman has died while traveling in Peru this week.
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Title: UAW
Date: 10/01/15
Duration: 0'45"

After the anticipated rejection of the national labor agreement between the United 
Auto Workers and Fiat Chrysler Automobiles, leaders from UAW-represented 
plants are set to meet in suburban Detroit later today to discuss why workers 
spurned the contract and whether new negotiation should be undertaken or a strike 
should ensue.

Title: UAW
Date: 10/02/15
Duration: 0'35"

Representatives of the United Auto Workers met in Detroit yesterday in order to 
sort out what went wrong with a vote earlier this week in which 65 percent of its 
members rejected a potential contract with Fiat Chrysler Automobiles.

Title: UAW

Date: 10/09/15
Duration: 0'36"

The eleventh-hour reached between the United Auto Workers and Fiat Chrysler 
Automobiles will effectively eliminate the pay gap between the automaker’s 
veteran employees and its more recent hires, which was one of the union’s top 
priorities when entering into the negotiations.

Title: GM
Date: 10/27/15
Duration: 0'48"

As General Motors employees await the full details of a proposed contract that is 
expected to provide significant raises for veteran workers as well as more recent 
hires alike, local labor leaders say their members are cautiously optimistic.

Title: GM UAW

Date: 10/29/15
Duration: 0'35"
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A tentative new contract with General Motors will give United Auto Workers 
members larger signing bonuses, $1.9 billion in new U.S. investments, and full 
healthcare benefits for all employees.

Title: CON JOBS
Date: 10/30/15
Duration: 0'29"

Lucas County Commissioners have backed state legislation that will make it easier 
for people with convictions to be considered for civil service jobs.

Title: GM UAW

Date: 11/10/15
Duration: 0'32"

According to economists, the region's economy is expected to benefit from the 
$42.5 million in signing bonuses paid by Fiat Chrysler and General Motors as part 
of their new contracts with the United Auto Workers.

Title: LGBT group lauds Owens Corning
Date: 11/19/15
Duration: 0'38"

The Human Rights Campaign Foundation, the nation’s largest lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, and transgender civil rights organization, released its 2016 Corporate 
Equality Index report on Wednesday and one area firm was awarded a perfect 
score for LGBT workplace equality.
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Title: PROMEDICA

Date: 10/29/15
Duration: 0'34"

ProMedica moved forward with its new downtown campus Wednesday with a 
ceremonial groundbreaking on the site of its future $50 million headquarters.

Title: RMCD HOUSE
Date: 10/02/15
Duration: 0'47"

Workers are putting the finishing touches on Toledo's new Ronald McDonald 
House, set to open next month at the corner of Monroe Street and ProMedica 
Parkway.

Title: NARCAN
Date: 11/10/15
Duration: 0'33"

Lucas County health officials will begin distributing a drug that can reverse the 
effects of a heroin overdose in the hopes of helping drug users and their families in 
an emergency.

Title: Lawmaker Proposes Bill He Says Will Help Firefighters With Cancer 
Get Benefits
Date: 10/10/15
Duration: 0'12"

To date, 35 states have passed laws that link firefighting with cancer, which, in 
turn, helps those firefighters who are disabled due to cancer, to receive workers’ 
compesation and disability benefits.

Title: High premature birth rates in Ohio cities
Date: 11/17/15
Duration: 0’56"

According to a recent report by the March of Dimes which tracked the leading 
cause of infant deaths… Cleveland and three other Ohio cities have some of the 
highest premature birthrates in the nation.
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Title: PLANNED PARENTHOOD
Date: 11/17/15
Duration: 0'44"

With the help of a single Democratic “yes” vote, Ohio House Republicans 
yesterday voted to cease government funding for health services provided by 
Planned Parenthood.

Title: PALSY
Date: 12/15/15
Duration: 0'44"

A Temperance, Michigan teen who has attracted attention for his efforts to raise 
awareness of cerebral palsy has been  honored with Sports Illustrated’s inaugural 
High School Athlete of the Year award.

Title: Planned Parenthood
Date: 12/15/15
Duration: 0'32"

A pair of bills introduced in the Ohio General Assembly Monday would require 
fetal tissue from abortions and miscarriages to be buried or cremated.
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Title: Early voting begins
Date: 10/06/15
Duration: 0'47"

This fall’s election is now officially underway – early voting starts today.

Title: VOTING

Date: 10/07/15
Duration: 0'27"

Early voting began yesterday in Lucas County with 165 voters casting ballots, 
according to Elections Director Gina Kaczala.

Title: MAYOR

Date: 10/07/15
Duration: 0'26"

The Toledo mayoral candidates are set to participate in two “Conversations with 
the Candidates” conducted by The Blade and the University of Toledo later this 
month.

Title: Senators Opening Options for Congressional Redistricting Plan
Date: 10/09/15
Duration: 0'45"

The bipartisan duo of lawmakers that pushed for redistricting reform on the state 
level is at it again. This time they want to change the way congressional districts 
are drawn in Ohio. Statehouse correspondent Andy Chow has the details.

Title: MAYOR $

Date: 10/13/15
Duration: 0'40"

Toledo Mayor Paula Hicks-Hudson will spend than $40,000 in television and 
newspaper advertising, eclipsing the advertising spending of her six opponents in 
the Nov. 3 special election.

Title: Redistricting Expert: Issue 1 Could Set Example for Other States
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Date: 10/14/15
Duration: 0'35"

A national political expert is saying that the ballot issue to change the way state 
lawmakers’ districts are drawn is affording Ohioans a rare opportunity. Statehouse 
correspondent Andy Chow reports.

Title: DRABIK

Date: 10/14/15
Duration: 1'03"

The Toledo Police Patrolmen’s Association endorsed Sandy Drabik Collins on 
Tuesday in her bid for mayor in the Nov. 3rd special election.

Title: KASICH

Date: 10/18/15
Duration: 0'40"

According to a Quinnipiac Poll released yesterday, Gov. John Kasich has 
surrendered his presidential campaign lead among Ohio Republicans, and Hillary 
Clinton continues to see her lead among Democrats fade.

Title: MAYOR

Date: 10/27/15
Duration: 0'55"

Candidates in the Toledo mayoal race discussed plans for funding the city's parks 
and recreation programs at a Monday-debate.

Title: Kasich Gets Aggressive, Calls Out Fellow Candidates’ “Nonsense” In 
Pre-GOP Debate Rally
Date: 10/28/15
Duration: 0'45"

Gov. John Kasich has previously refrained from attacking his fellow Republican 
presidential candidates in the two previous debates, however, he sounded a much 
more aggressive tone in a pre-debate rally yesterday. Ohio Public Radio’s Karen 
Kasler reports.
Title: FERNER
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Date: 10/28/15
Duration: 0'29"

Toledo Mayoral candidate Mike Ferner Tuesday claimed the endorsement of 
former Republican Congressman Ed Weber.

Title: Ohio Democrats push anti-LGBT Discrimination bill
Date: 10/29/15
Duration: 0'47"

Statehouse Democrats are attempting once again to push a bill that would ban 
employers and landlords from discriminating against LGBT Ohioans.

Title: Issue 2: Supporters say Measure Will Stop Monopolies, Opponents Fear 
Lasting Consequences
Date: 10/30/15
Duration: 0'46"

Campaign ads have been mixing Issue 2’s anti-monopoly measure with Issue 3’s 
legalize marijuana proposal. But as Statehouse correspondent Andy Chow reports -
- some advocates are concerned that Issue 2 will have severe consequences that 
would go beyond the cannabis issue

Title: TOLEDO MAYOR

Date: 11/02/15
Duration: 0'33"

The final weekend of campaigning before Tuesday's election found most of 
Toledo's seven mayoral candidates knocking on doors or otherwise reaching out to 
voters.

Title: Television Ad Against Issue 2 Draws Sharp Criticism, Group Stands by 
Message
Date: 11/03/15
Duration: 0'55"

As election day arrives in Ohio, the fight over the legalization of marijuana and a 
so-called monopoly in in the Buckeye State has been fueled by a slew of recent 
television adverts.
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Title: MAYOR
Date: 11/04/15
Duration: 0'39"

Mayor Paula-Hicks Hudson, appointed to the position following the death of her 
predecessor in February, has been elected mayor of Toledo.

Title: Ohio Voters Reject Marijuana Legalization Issue
Date: 11/04/15
Duration: 0'36"

Voters in Ohio rejected a proposed constitutional amendment that would have 
legalized marijuana for medical and personal use. 

Title: KRAUS

Date: 11/04/15
Duration: 0'44"

The felony conviction of Steve Kraus has barred him from the Ohio House, but not 
the U.S. House, so now Mr. Kraus has announced that he will seek the Republican 
nod to challenge U.S. Rep. Marcy Kaptur in 2016.

Title: 2016 Ballot Issue Hopeful Shrugs Off Possible Monopoly Hurdle 

Date: 11/06/yy
Duration: 0'55"

Following all the hype leading to this November's vote, Issue 2’s anti-monopoly 
laws passed and the marijuana legalization effort of Issue 3 failed.

Title: Gun Bills That Could Get Movement in Statehouse

Date: 11/10/15
Duration: 0'49"

After a brief break for the elections, state lawmakers are getting back in gear. 
Statehouse correspondent Andy Chow has a look at some of the bills that might see 
action involving gun laws.
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Title: House vote OKs concealed guns
Date: 11/18/15
Duration: 0'52"

The Ohio House voted largely along party lines yesterday to potentially open the 
door for the carrying of concealed handguns into day-care centers, airport 
terminals, government buildings, and police stations.

Title: First Bill Created Out Of Recommendations From Kasich's Police-
Community Task Force
Date: 11/19/15
Duration: 0'47"

The first piece of bipartisan legislation to come out of Gov. John Kasich’s task 
force on police action and community relations has been released.

Title: Unmarked and Uncounted Ballots Raise Questions
Date: 11/24/15
Duration: 0'50"

Some Ohio lawmakers want Secretary of State Jon Husted to investigate why 
nearly 900 absentee ballots in Summit County were received but not counted.

Title: KASICH/TRUMP
Date: 11/24/15
Duration: 0'41"

During a campaign stop on Monday in Michigan, Ohio Governor John Kasich said 
the differences he has with GOP presidential rival Donald Trump are strictly about 
the issues and suggested the New York billionaire’s political appeal would not last. 

Title: New Bill Would Stop Some Purging From Ohio's Voter Rolls
Date: 11/24/15
Duration: 0'42"

A Democratic State lawmaker is sponsoring a bill that would prevent the Secretary 
of State from removing many people from voter rolls.

Title: COLLINS
Date: 12/09/15
Duration: 0'38"
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Sandy Drabik Collins, wife of late Toledo Mayor D. Michael Collins, has filed suit 
in Lucas County Common Pleas Court seeking workers compensation for his death 
in February.
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Title: DIOCESE

Date: 11/24/15
Duration: 0'33"

Bishop Daniel Thomas warned over the weekend that the Toledo diocese faces 
serious financial troubles.
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Title: Research Facility Promised If Ohio Passes Issue 3

Date: 10/18/15
Duration: 0'50"

A non-profit research organization says it will construct a state of the art cannabis 
research center here in Ohio if Issue 3 passes. For more we go to Ohio Public 
Radio’s Jo Ingles who has the details.

Title: UT RESEARCH

Date: 11/11/15
Duration: 0'30"

A team of University of Toledo researchers has discovered a link between binge 
watching hours of television and higher levels of anxiety, depression, and stress.

Title: BONES
Date: 11/20/15
Duration: 0'42"

Excavators working near Hudson, Michigan have discovered what is believed to be 
the remains of a Native American man. The bones which were unearthed yesterday 
have been determined to be between 400 and 1,000 years old
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Title: ODOT
Date: 11/03/15
Duration: 0'55"

The Ohio Department of Transportation is planning to alter the way it treats icy 
roads this coming winter, in the hopes of not only saving money, but also to 
improve the efficacy of road clearing in severe weather.

Title: P-BURG
Date: 11/04/15
Duration: 0'41"

A group of Fort Meigs Road residents and the city of Perrysburg are heading to 
court-mandated mediation in a dispute over the purchase of land to widen the road.

Title: US HIGHWAY 6

Date: 11/17/15
Duration: 0'39"

The Ohio Highway Patrol and sheriff’s offices from five northwest Ohio counties 
have wrapped up a six-month special-enforcement period aimed at reducing 
serious crashes on U.S. 6.

Title: JEEP
Date: 11/19/15
Duration: 0'42"

Local Union leaders have learned that Fiat Chrysler’s Toledo Assembly Complex 
will continue building the Jeep Cherokee through at least the end of 2016, a longer 
period than they had initially expected.

Title: I-75
Date: 11/20/15
Duration: 0'33"

Yet another traffic-pattern change in the I-75 construction zone south of 
Perrysburg will put two-way traffic on the freeway’s northbound side north of 
Devils Hole Road, and cross all traffic over to the southbound side south at that 
point.
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Title: TURNPIKE
Date: 11/24/15
Duration: 0'33"

There was a groundbreaking ceremony in Wauseon yesterday for a $2 million 
shared-use facility that is expected to open near the Ohio Turnpike a year from 
now.

Title: FIAT
Date: 12/03/15
Duration: 0'40"

Toledo Mayor Paula Hicks-Hudson announced yesterday that the city still has not 
received a response from Fiat Chrysler Automobiles on whether it plans expand its 
Toledo Assembly Complex.

Title: Lights
Date: 12/15/15
Duration: 0'22"

The Ohio Department of Transportation is working to figure out why lights on the 
Veterans' Glass City Skyway Bridge's center pylon have gone dark.


